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Streamline, automate, and enhance your 

invoicing and payment processes with



Corcentric EIPP is a managed service 

dedicated to streamlining, automating, 

and enhancing business invoicing, 

from delivery through to payment. 

Corcentric EIPP ensures accurate and 

efficient delivery of invoices to your 

customers in the medium which suits 

them, from envelopes to email to EDI.

Beyond saving time and cost through 

invoice automation, Corcentric EIPP 

enables a risk-free and seamless shift 

towards electronic invoicing, reducing 

errors, and driving down Days Sales 

Outstanding (DSO).
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As electronic invoicing becomes the new global standard, 

businesses need to transition away from traditional paper-

based invoicing quickly, reliably, and cost effectively. The 

Covid-19 pandemic and shift to remote working have 

highlighted an urgency to transition from standard methods of 

invoice delivery, in which recipients are no longer guaranteed to 

be at a specific office address to receive them.

Corcentric EIPP facilitates the move away from traditional 

paper-based invoicing, to e-invoicing of all types. Corcentric 

has over 20 years of experience in migrating global businesses 

to e-invoicing, providing onboarding, support, and ongoing 

management of the EIPP service.

Corcentric EIPP plugs the gap between ERP systems and 

the successful delivery and payment of invoices, removing 

uncertainty, risk and time-consuming manual processes.

No more manual invoice creation. No more manual uploads to 

accounts payable or government portals. Automation, simplicity 

and reliability of invoice delivery and payment.

82% average conversion 

rate to electronic invoicing

18 million documents 

sent every year

100% automated delivery 

to AP invoicing portals

£197 billion in invoice value 

delivered every year

Why 

Corcentric 

EIPP?
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What is 

Corcentric 

EIPP?

Corcentric EIPP is a class-leading managed service, combined 

with an innovative online portal to provide maximum 

control and visibility, while streamlining and automating the 

operational complexities of invoice delivery for any format, 

to any network, at any time. We deliver a suite of software, 

services, and expertise for an electronic invoicing solution that is 

trusted by global businesses for the capabilities listed here.  

Confidently outsource the delivery of your invoices 

and associated accounts receivable documents to 

Corcentric’s highly nuanced multi-channel distribution 

service. Delivery success is monitored and Corcentric EIPP 

will try again, or try by another method as appropriate, 

to ensure delivery.

Leverage Corcentric’s proven results-driven process 

to migrate your customers away from paper-based 

invoicing and postal delivery to email, EDI, and other 

digital delivery methods.

Go way beyond the limitations of invoicing directly from 

an ERP system. Bring together disparate data sources, 

define the styling and formatting, and control document 

delivery more precisely than ever before.

Identify and automate repetitive manual invoice 

delivery processes. Using a direct electronic connection, 

remove the need to upload invoices to customer, 

government, and public sector portals.

MANAGED SERVICES

Distribution

Migration

Creation

Automation
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TECHNOLOGY

Access the secure online EIPP platform; tailored to your 

specific needs, offering customised design, layout, and 

functionality.

Generate real-time delivery reports, audit logs, payment 

status, and KPI reporting directly from the portal.

Gain complete control and visibility of the creation and 

distribution of invoices and associated documents.

Provide your customers access to view, download, print, 

and query invoices, as well as manage their contact 

details and communication preferences via their own 

online portals.

Web Portal

Client Reporting

Client Control Centre

Customer Self-Service
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Corcentric EIPP can distribute documents via every possible 

invoice delivery channel. Centralised delivery management, via 

the admin portal, provides unified control and visibility of status, 

regardless of distribution channel.

Distribution 

Channels

EDI

3rd Party Tradeshift

Tungsten Basware 

Ariba Coupa Etc.

B2G Portal

BlockchainSMS

Email Push

(Attachment)

Post Surface MailFAX

Email Pull

(Link)
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VF Corporation moved from 

100% printed invoicing to 

electronic format, significantly 

reducing costs and enabling 

the online management of 

invoicing across a range of 

international brands, including 

Timberland and North Face.

The Guardian saves between 

three and five days per 

month on previously manual 

invoicing processes. EDI 

invoicing has enabled 

The Guardian to maintain 

relationships with large-

circulation clients across the 

UK. Over 70% of their invoices 

are sent electronically by 

Corcentric EIPP.

A global healthcare leader 

and one of the largest 

pharmaceutical companies in 

the world. MSD has worked 

with Corcentric EIPP for 

over seven years to send 

documents from offices in 15 

different countries.

Total Gas and Power 

sent 2.4M documents via 

Corcentric EIPP in 2019 and 

has increased the percentage 

sent electronically to 79% 

in 2020. Their customers 

have the ability to pay their 

invoices online via the Online 

Payments functionality of the 

Corcentric EIPP portal.

Corcentric helps easyJet stay 

compliant with the need to 

ensure ground crew manuals 

are read by staff each year, 

and when ad hoc changes 

are made. The Corcentric 

EIPP portal provides delivery 

and read receipts that track 

compliance in review.

Unisys, a global information 

technology company, 

has deployed Corcentric 

EIPP across offices in 27 

countries, with more to follow. 

Multilingual customer and 

admin use is enabled for six 

languages via the Corcentric 

EIPP portal.
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Doosan Bobcat has worked 

with Corcentric EIPP since 2013 

to automate production and 

delivery of over 14,000 invoices 

per month. Corcentric enabled 

Doosan to migrate from SAP 

to Oracle ERP systems without 

skipping a single invoice 

delivery.

A Corcentric client since 2009, 

Travelport uses Corcentric 

EIPP to deliver over 45,000 

documents each month from 

offices in 24 countries. All 

24 country offices use one 

multi-tiered portal in a range 

of languages. This provides 

localised segmentation along 

with top-level aggregation 

and holistic account overview.

ITV has relied on Corcentric 

EIPP for the electronic delivery 

of invoices and statements 

since 2006. In addition to 

standard Corcentric EIPP 

functionality, ITV uses its 

Corcentric EIPP portal to share 

links to a range of documents.

Ralph Lauren relies on 

Corcentric EIPP to support 

orders in 5 different languages 

across 12 different countries 

– from order confirmation 

and packing lists through 

to invoicing, remittance, 

and associated documents. 

Extensive work was 

undertaken to ensure legal 

compliance for electronic 

delivery in each territory.

Bausch & Lomb has been 

quick to take advantage of 

the benefits of outsourcing 

critical document distribution 

– moving to a 60% electronic 

format for invoices, dunning 

letters, and statements within 

six months of go-live.

Starting with MTV in March 

2010, Corcentric EIPP was 

then embraced by the 

parent company Viacom 

for electronic document 

distribution. Since Viacom 

became ViacomCBS, 

Corcentric EIPP is still used 

for sending e-invoices, 

remittance, statements, and 

other financial documents to 

their customers in 10 different 

languages globally.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
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More

Clients

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
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Spend smarter, 

optimize cash flow, 

and drive profitability.
Corcentric is a leading provider of 

procurement and finance solutions. We 

help companies reduce costs and improve 

working capital by optimizing the way 

they purchase, pay, and get paid.

Purchase

Get PaidPay

CONTACT:

E-Mail: eipp@corcentric.com

Phone: +44 20 3868 0216


